The Purchase Process in Italy

A safe purchase in an
established country
Buying a property abroad is a very serious move. Many issues
should be taken into consideration, from the stability of the
country to the quality of the investment and the credentials of
the developer.
Furthermore, an important role is played by the reliability of
the legal system which the purchase is subject to. Whether the
buyer is purchasing for his personal use or for investment , a
good purchase necessarily implies a safe buying process and a
full and clear picture of the owner ’s rights.
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Offer of purchase and
preliminary sale agreement
The buying process begins with an offer of purchase signed by both the parties, containing the
details of the property , the agreed price and the terms and conditions of payment.
The offer of purchase has the purpose of taking the property of f the market for usually 30
days . A sum of 3.000 Euro is required by the buyer along with the signing of this agreement,
which binds the developer not to negotiate the sale of the same property with other potential
client s over the mentioned period.
After that and by 30 day s (under penalty of non refunding of the mentioned 3.000 Euro) , the
parties will sign a preliminary sale agreement , which is a crucial step of the whole procedure.
There is a reason why almost ever y purchase in Italy follows the scheme preliminary sale
agreement/deed of sale: this is because, despite the name (preliminary) , such an agreement is
the most legally binding one which Italian Civil Code provides for and regulates.
In fact , according to art. 2932c.c., the preliminary sale agreement is enforceable through a
judicial order should one of the parties decide not to fulfil his own obligations.
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The content of the
preliminary sale agreement
The preliminary sale agreement selling of f plan properties

According to the said regulation and as to this last point,

has been fully regulated by a recent law (d. lgs. 122/2005),

although a prior is suing of the building permission is

whose main purpose is to protect the position and the

not mandatory, any preliminary sale agreement may be

investment of the buyer.

legally signed if the developer has at leas t applied for

Every preliminary sale agreement mus t contain:

the is suing of the building permission (in this case, the
registration number of the application must be detailed in

• Detailed cadastral description of the land;

the agreement).

• Ownership of the land and related title deed(s);

In addition and with regard to the features of the future

• Good standing of the land (mortgages and any other
legal burden have to be fully detailed, if any);
• Planning authorisations issued (lotting out
authorisations – if required - , building permission);
• Duration of the building works and exact time when the
property will be finished, transferred and handed over.

property, the preliminary sale agreement must also state
a full description of the property.
Any contract must therefore has as annexes:
• A plan of the entire development;
• A plan of the single building unit;
• A detailed description of the building specifications,
which the developer should carefully follow during the
building works.
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The payment of the deposit
and the guarantee
Along with the signing of the preliminary sale agreement, the buyer shall pay a deposit called
“caparra confirmatoria”, usually in the region of 40-50%. Such a sum will be obviously deducted from
the total price but, should the buyer decide not to complete the purchase, it will be legally retained by
the developer as a compensation.
A substantial protection for the buyer is offered by a bank/insurance guarantee running over the
construction works. To be valid, it should respect the following features:
• It is mandatory and included in the purchase price: a preliminary sale agreement which does not
come with this bond is null and void and, in addition, the developer is not entitled to charge an
extra fee for it;
• It must be issued by a bank/insurance company licensed for this purpose by the Ministry of
Economy and registered at a specific Registry held by the Bank of Italy;
• It must cover all the sums paid by the buyer to the developer until the signing of the deed of sale;
• It covers the event of developer’s bankruptcy or financial crisis;
• It must contain a clause stating that, should the developer go bankrupt, the insuring company
shall pay the due sums within 30 days directly to the buyer, without any prior need of legal action
against the developer for the re-covering of the sums (which would take years).
Should the guarantee provided by the developer not to fulfil the above terms and conditions,
the preliminary sale agreement must be considered null and void.
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The completion
and the deed of sale
It is important to clarify that the preliminary sale agreement has not the purpose to
transfer the property (which actually does not exist yet), but only to create a reciprocal
obligation between buyer and developer/vendor. The property will be transferred at the
signing of the deed of sale.
The deed of sale (“rogito”) is the agreement through which the property, once completed, is
transferred to the buyer. It must be drafted by a Notary, a public officer acting on behalf of
the state and in the interest of both the parties.
Once signed, the deed of sale will be handed over to both the parties and registered at the
“Conservatoria dei Registri Immobiliari” (the competent Registry), while a further copy will be
stored in the Notary’s archive. The deed of sale will prove the ownership of the property.
According to Italian Law, only those parties who have an accurate knowledge of the Italian
language are allowed to sign the deed of sale in per-son, because it is mandatory for every
party to fully understand the legal implications arising from the contract. Foreign buyers
who do not speak Italian have therefore two choices:
• They may appoint a translator who will be be-fore the Notary translating the content of the
contract and the will of the parties; in this case, they are allowed to sign the deed of sale;
• They may appoint an attorney (preferably a lawyer) in order for him to sign the deed of
sale on their behalf; in this case, their presence be-fore the Notary is not necessary.
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Taxes and expenses
connected to the purchase
All the taxes due for the purchase will be collected by the Notary on behalf of the
state at the signing of the deed of sale. Four are the taxes to be paid at completion:
1. I.V.A. (V.A.T.): It is due in the region of 10%of the purchase price. If then the
buyer intends to transfer his residency in Italy and that property is the first
one in the country, VAT due is just 4%. In this case, the buyer should get the
residency within 18 months.
2. Imposta di Registro (Registry Tax): 168 Euro, whatever the value of the
property is;
3. Imposta Ipotecaria (Mortgage Tax): same as above. Such a tax is due
regardless of the fact whether the property has been purchased through
a mortgage;
4. Imposta Catastale (Cadastral Tax): same as above.
In addition, Notary fees have to be considered.
Notary fees are set out by the National Counsel of Notaries in relation to the value
of the property. They may be calculated in the region of 2% of the purchase price.
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Other information
Codice fiscale. A “codice fiscale” (fiscal identity number) will be

I.C.I. A local council tax to be paid by anyone who owns property

required to go to completion, to obtain the mortgage, to open

or land in Italy, unless the owner is resident in Italy and that

a bank account, to be-come Italian resident. It may be obtained

property is his own first one. The amount of the tax is calculated by

by the local “Agenzia delle Entrate” (Tax Office) or by any Italian

reference to the “rendita catastale” (official value of the property)

Consulate abroad.

registered in respect of all properties in Italy. The official values

Banking. Opening a bank account in Italy is recommended. It will

are approximately between 0.4% - 0.7% of the official value of the

be useful to pay the utilities bills and for the payment before the

property. The actual rate is set out by the local Municipalities de-

Notary Public at the final deed.

pending on the size of the property, location, class and category. ICI

Income Tax. A person not resident in Italy still has to make an
annual declaration, for tax purposes, for the income in relation
to activities in Italy (an example of this will be the income deriving
from letting the Italian property). It will be possible to set off certain
expenses against that income – repairs, management expenses,
local taxes etc. This income will have also to be declared to the
country where the buyer lives.
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is paid in two instalments in June and December.
Capital Gain Tax. It is not applicable if the owner sells after five
years’ ownership. In case the owner sells prior to five years there
will be a charge on a sliding scale depending on the number of years
of ownership.
Wealth Tax. There is no Wealth tax in Italy.

If you are interested in finding out more, please contact
Chris Baker, based at our Ealing office, on 020 8566 0288 or
email international@rolfe-east.com alternatively pop in
for an informal chat.
rolfe-east.com

